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INT. DINER - DAY

An odd man shambles into a moderately busy diner. The

patrons don’t pay him much attention until he addresses

people sitting at the bar. He is acting very strangely,

like an insane person.

The man goes rigid for a random moment and when he comes to

he tackles the diner guest sitting next to him. The two

wrestle around the floor as a cop tries to pry them

apart. The man keeps writhing out of grasp until, again, he

goes rigid.

The cop pulls out his gun and trains it on the man. Before

another move could be made the man’s head explodes. The cop

is startled and his gun fires into the ground. Blood and

gray matter and spores fly everywhere, all of the walls and

everyone there. The spores look similar to the white puffs

of a dandelion.

INT. DINER - DAY - SOME TIME LATER

The police have arrived and taped off the scene. Assorted

crime scene investigators and policeman wander in and out,

taking photographs and interviewing witnesses.

A beautiful orcid is sprouting out of the bullet hole in the

floor.

A reporter, Susan Orlean pulls up to talk to people

regarding the strange incident, the officers keep her from

getting any information.

EXT. DINER - DAY

A CDC botanist pulls up to the diner and the police let him

in. He starts taking samples and scribbling notes down.

Susan sees the officer who tried to tackle the exploding man

sitting by himself outside, he looks distraught by what he

witnessed. Susan attempts to interview him but he only

mumbles something vague about what happened.

The CDC botanist exits the crime scene and Susan rushes over

to inquire why a botanist is permitted at a crime

scene. The botanist ignores her question until Susan relays

what the officer had said to her. She asks if this is

potentially linked to recent bio-terrorist acts done by John

LaRoche.

The CDC agent asks for her to come with him.



2.

INT. BOTANIST’S CAR - DAY

The pair drive into the city discussing what Orlean has

uncovered about LaRoche and his attacks.

The city is filthy, pollution everywhere. Skyscrapers

extend past the ring of smog hovering above the cities and

long factories pump out more smoke.

This is the world following a second industrial revolution.

The botanist and Susan drive up to a research lab, he

provides identification to drive in.

INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT

The police officer shambles into his room and collapses onto

his couch to rest. He looks extremely sick; sweaty,

shivering and pale. His dog runs up to greet him but he is

too weak to acknowledge her.

INT. RESEARCH LAB - NIGHT

Susan reads over her notes, she looks exhausted. The

botanist looks at different samples under a microscope until

he realizes something. He runs out of the room to retrieve

something, startling Susan. He returns with a different

sample and a potted plant.

Once again under the microscope. Eureka! The botanist

explains to Susan that the spores were that of the orchid

variety. Particularly a very elusive version known as the

Ghost Orchid. The botanist goes on to teach Susan about

orchids, specifically their reproductive systems and

adaptability.

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Susan is walking back home, not believing what she has

heard. She’s being followed by someone. He attacks her and

runs away with her laptop. His face is hard to make out, we

can only really see that he’s missing his front two teeth.

INT. APARTMENT - MORNING

The police officer tries to call in sick but his supervisor

insists that he needs to come in. Reluctantly he puts on

his uniform and leaves.



3.

INT. POLICE STATION - DAY

Susan is in the station filing a police report and

describing the man that stole her laptop. The officer

helping her is called away from the desk and Susan notices

the officer she talked to outside of the diner.

She attempts to ask how he’s doing but he acts oddly and

brushes past her. Just after that Susan is called into a

separate room.

INT. SECONDARY ROOM - DAY

A detective comes in to ask Susan more about the man and

what she had been doing sniffing around the crime scene at

the diner. He is extremely suspicious of her and asks if

she has had any contact with a bio-terrorist known as John

LaRoche.

She doesn’t know what he’s talking about and is free to

leave. Before she exits she sees through the window the

officer from the diner attack a coworker of his before his

head explodes.

Susan covers her mouth as she starts to help.

INT. RESEARCH LAB - NIGHT

The botanist talks to Susan about the recent discovery he

has made. He hypothesizes that the Ghost Orchid has adapted

its reproducing method to something like a parasite on

humans.

He gives the example of a spore that latches onto the brain

of rain forest ants that cause the ants to become violent

towards its colony before exploding to release more

brain-infecting spores.

Susan tells the botanist of what happened at the police

station. The botanist examines her lungs to make sure she

hadn’t inhaled any of the spores. The results have

germinate and won’t be ready for another few days.

They compose a rough timeline of the spores effects based on

a combination of her journalism and his testing. There is a

crash they hear from another room.



4.

INT. RESEARCH LAB HALLWAY - NIGHT

The two creep around the hallway to find what made that

sound. They see a figure carrying a pillowcase full of the

lab’s plants with him. A chase ensues. They get him to the

ground and pull of his hood to reveal that it is John

LaRoche, the terrorist and the man who attacked Susan

earlier.

LaRoche preaches like a zealot about current pollution and

what needs to be done to save the planet before he manages

to free himself and slip out of the lab without capture.

INT. RESEARCH LAB - NIGHT

The botanist remembers John LaRoche. He remembers his crazy

plant schemes and inflated ego. After discussing LaRoche

with Susan he recalls John’s fascination with the swamp and

the two decide to go searching for answers in the very

sameplace.

EXT. SWAMP - DAY

Susan and the botanist set off together to locate John

LaRoche. They get lost many times and start to go insane

when finally they see John and the distance and a chase

ensues.

They finally catch up to John when all three of them hear a

voice speak. The botanist and Susan look around and cannot

find the person speaking to them. The voice invites them a

little further into the swamp.

John leads them to the Ghost Orchid, the sentient and

telepathic creature responsible for everything. Ghost

explains that John is merely a pawn being controlled by him

and that its entire plan is to promote plant growth to save

the planet.

Susan starts looking sick in the same ways that the cop was

earlier in his apartment.

Ghost pontificates on the necessity of killing humans to

both populate the world with more plants and lessen human

pollution making everything more habitable for everybody,

humans and plants alike.

The botanist is not ready to allow for the willing deaths of

humans for a greater cause, Susan is. She understands

Ghost’s plan and attempts to convice the botanist of its

merits.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

The botanist continues to obsesses over a possible different

solution when Susan realizes she must go back to town to

continue Ghost’s plan.

Finally the botanist understands when he notices the same

type of orchid from the diner growing off the surounding

trees.


